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Stock Bond Pro

EasyStat

Retirement Pro

This app will automatically import data for
each stock and it takes less than a
second. This is the fastest and easiest to
use Stock and Bond App you will ever see.
You can instantly determine if a stock is
over or under valued and forecast its
value. This app also contains four
separate Bond functions, each will allow
you to study different aspects of a bond
investment. The app stores information
for over 100 different bonds and stocks in
100 separate study cases. You can even
create reports and email them for each
Bond and Stock case.

Believe it or not Statistics can be easy!
EasyStat makes it that way. With a few clicks
and data entries all of your statistics
problems can be solved in an instant. It is
powerful, compact, easy to understand and
practical. Ninety nine (99)% of the basic
statistics are packed into a power pack of
stat calculations. With EasyStat you can
perform forecasting based on sales history
using linear estimation. EasyStat computes
all basic statistics including mean, weighted
mean, sample standard deviation,
population standard deviation, correlation,
combinations, permutations, probability and
others. Users can perform predictions over
ranges of input to model sales, production
and other business processes. It is a must
have for school studies, a student can in
seconds calculate outputs for lab studies and
other statistical problem assignments. Give
yourself the advantage at school with this
simple powerful tool.

In today’s economy one has to be careful. You
need to plan, knowledge is gold especially
where your retirement is at stake. This App is
here to help you. It contains over 15
retirement functions including detailed year
by year cash flow analysis. Use it to see where
you are and where you are going. Can you
retire, when, how much do you need? This
app answers all your retirement questions
concerning your money and finances. Plan
ahead for your retirement with this app and
use it to see how long your money will last. It
is the app you have been looking for, buy it
and see, you will love it.

Investment Pro
The best investment program you'll ever
buy. This app has over 35 functions to help
you manage your investments. It covers
stocks, bonds, capital investments, real
estate , retirement and more. You can't go
wrong , get it all in one app. The app allows
you to study up to 100 investments. It also
contains report generation and email for
each function.

Wheels of Fortune

Finally a credit card app that answers all of
your questions. How long will it take to pay
off my credit card? What will my balance be
in so many months if I make these payments?
How much would the interest be and what
would my payments be to pay it off in so
many months? And can I see a detailed
month by month report of my interest ,
payments and balance under various
payment scenarios? This app answers all of
these questions. You will know where you are
on your credit cards and will be able to
develop a strategy to eliminate this debt. It is
very easy to use , as easy as 1-2-3.

First of all , this is not a game. It is an app
to show you how to acquire a fortune - not
by chance, by investment , decision making
and planning, you use these wheels of
fortune to get rich. The app is broken into
three ways to make a fortune. Fortune by
Real Estate - These screens show you how
to get rich from buying and selling
commercial real estate. Fortune by
Business - Many thousands of people buy
and sell businesses , no doubt for many this
is the easiest way to make a fortune and it
may be for you too. Fortune by
Investment - This is a general investment
function that allows you to plan how to
grow your investments. Your investment
could be your 401k, stocks , bonds or CDs.

My Money

The Negotiator

This app is a powerful personal financial
engine designed to answer 99% of your
personal financial questions with a user
interface requiring only a few keystrokes.
The application provides essential software
for you to manage and analyze your
finances. The software provides a
comprehensive loan amortization function
so with a few keystrokes you can see what is
happening with your mortgage. Finally, an
easy to use financial calculator is provided
that will allow you to study your
investments and debt.

You've always wanted to be able to Negotiate.
Well, we have a surprise for you. It is your own
personal Negotiator. It does all the work , you
just have to keep a straight face. What a great
idea and here it is. All you have to do is buy it.
You won't be sorry. The purpose of The
Negotiator is to help you negotiate price. You
have seen Negotiators in action , there are
popular TV programs such as Pawn Stars and
American Pickers that show how professionals
do it. This App levels the playing field for buying
cars, boats, antiques and any kind of deal where
there is negotiation. It will arm you with tools
that help you negotiate , help you track where
you are in a negotiation and help you go about
buying in a scientific manner.

My Credit Card
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Divorce Negotiator
Here it is finally , something that won't
take all your money and yet really helps
through your divorce. If you are
thinking about it, if you are or you just
want to know about divorce then buy
this now. It is absolutely the best
investment you will make. And by the
way, it contains a full 70 page
guidebook.

Stroke Detector
This app can save your life or the life of
someone you love. It asks the right
questions – am I having a stroke or is
someone with me having a stroke? Not
only that, it has at your fingertips the
communication to those who can help –
911, your physician and your emergency
contact. Your location GPS coordinates
are there on the screen for rescue. Use
your phone or email, it is automatic. Time
is precious, do not take any chances. Buy
this app as a gift - for your husband or
wife, for your brother or sister, for your
father or mother, for your Grandpa or
Grandma , Aunts and Uncles, for your
friends and for yourself - it is a gift of life.
Remember , you may be in a position to
help someone you love with this app, you
may save their life. This app is just too
important for you to pass up.

My Capital Gain
You own a house , maybe you own a
business or commercial property. You
may be wondering , if I sell how much
will I get? How much goes to Uncle
Sam? How can I be sure? This App
shows you the money! With a few
inputs it cranks through the calculation
and give you the answer in black and
white. It is easy to use , you can
download it now and it is a great App.

